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INSTALLATION GUIDE
HEAVY DUTY SHELF FIXINGS
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16mmRebar



Use the spirit level to mark a level 
line at the required point of 
installation.

Use the tape measure and measure 
across all the hole centres on the 
shelf

Transfer measurements across to 
the line on the wall for each centre 
point.

Drill to a depth of 75mm using first a 
7mm pilot bit then a 12/13mm bit 
and finish with a 18mm (Use 
masking tape as depth guage)

Measure the depth of the holes and 
if nesecarry cut the rebar to length 
using a hacksaw, before inserting 
fully in to shelf

Using the self mixing resin, inject 
resin in to the back of each drilled 
hole until around half full

Take the shelf and align with each 
hole before pressing firmly into the 
resin until apx 2/3 onto the fixings, 
wipe away excess.

Push shelf back firmly to the wall in 
to a level position (resin will start to 
cure)

Level the shelf by gently moving it 
into position before the resin cures, 
(secure the shelf for apx 5-7 mins 
or until it holds itself)

As the resin starts to cure keep a 
check for level. Allow the resin to 
fully cure for 24hrs before placing 
objects on the new shelf.

The 16mm rebar & resin concealed shelf fixings are used as an extra heavy duty 
floating shelf support. The rebars can withold heavy items such as books, 
crocery, cookware, tv’s, music systems & vinyl.

Each shelf support can hold 25kg in weight. For heavier weights, add more 
rebars to the shelf. 

For resin curing times please revert to the manufacturers instructions.

For more information visit our website or email us:
sales@oakstoredirect.com

REBAR SHELF SUPPORT


